Lectures: Dates and required reading
06.03.: Adam Smith’s TMS in systematic-historical context
13.03.: The concept of Sympathy*
Reading: Freiin von Villiez, Carola (2006)
20.03.: The concept of Sympathy*
27.03.: The well-informed impartial spectator*
03.04.: The well-informed impartial spectator*
10.04.: Love of praise vs. love of praiseworthiness*
* Reading: TMS pp. 11-208

Seminars: Dates and required reading
04.03.: Seminar 1
Formalia / Writing, argumentation, discussion and citation of original works
Reading: TMS pp. 11-52
11.03.: Seminar 2
Reading: TMS pp. 11-52
18.03.: Seminar 3
Reading: TMS pp. 53-59 and 72-107
25.03.: Seminar 4
Reading: TMS pp. 128-154
01.04.: Seminar 5
Reading: TMS pp. 155-181
08.04.: Seminar 6
Reading: TMS pp. 182-208 / Discussion of drafts

Requirements (“arbeidskrav”): (i) Regular attendance (at least 4 out of 6); (ii) active participation; (iii) an annotated table of contents for the assigned text-passages plus two (relevant!) questions regarding the text are to be brought along to the seminar; and (iv) draft of the exam-essay to be handed in via “MittUiB”. All four requirements must be fulfilled to complete the course.
Mandatory Reading


Supplementary Reading